
TROJAN  Brand Condoms is the most trusted condom brand in the US, promoting a fun, 
healthy and safe sex life for over 100 years. Its countless references in popular culture and 
US TV shows have made the brand incredibly popular across the world. TROJAN  offers a 
variety of condom options with safety and pleasure in mind as well as sex toys to help aid 
in the best intimacy experiences.  

Since 1916, TROJAN  has been on a mission 
to unleash people’s confidence in all aspects, 
by delivering high-quality products to equip 
consumers with the tools to carry out a responsible, 
yet great sex life. Protecting both parties physically 
and offering peace of mind from unintended 
pregnancies and STIs, whilst enabling the thrills 
and enjoyment to be relished to its full potential. 
After all, physical and emotional pleasure is what 
makes sex great. The pleasure you want, the 
protection you trust. That’s the TROJAN    charge.

But is there such a thing as the perfect 
condom? Well, when it comes to TROJAN   there 
is. With a selection of condoms to choose from, 
gone are the days of a bad fit and reduced sensation 
- it’s time to meet your match. The condom you 
choose is extremely important when carrying 
out intercourse as it can improve pleasure and 
protection for BOTH partners. Even if you’re finding 
pleasure in your current go-to condom, trying a 
new shape brings new experiences whilst taking 
sensation and pleasure to unimaginative heights.  
 

Wave goodbye to the outdated notion of 
condoms fitting uncomfortably and that 
‘one-size-fits-all’ mentality… 
 
So how do you know if a condom fits correctly 
you ask? A well-fitted condom should always 
feel snug so it doesn’t slip off mid-intercourse 
but also not aggressively tight. You want to 
ensure it will roll all the way down without too 
much struggle - if the condom doesn’t reach 
the base of the penis when unrolled you need 
a longer length and you may want to consider 
Magnum Large Size Condoms by TROJAN If 
you are unsure, why not get the help of the online 
TROJAN Product Quiz? After all, TROJAN  
knows a thing or two about great fit and shape.  
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Enhanced sensation, thin and smooth or classic… doesn’t it feel good to have options? 
With a trusted portfolio of condoms, the TROJAN  condoms collection includes:

TROJAN  Ultra Thin  
The sensitive one, RRP £8.99 for a pack of 12
TROJAN  Ultra Thin condoms are thinner than standard TROJAN  latex condoms 
to bring you increased enjoyment and sensations. Designed for a more natural 
feel, their thinness and their low latex odour means that you can feel close to your 
partner in a safe way whilst protecting you both. 

TROJAN  BareSkin  
The thinnest one, RRP £10.99 for a pack of 10
If you’re looking for the best condom for comfort and sensitivity, you’re getting closer. 
Designed for a natural feeling and the thinnest TROJAN  latex condom ever, BareSkin 
might just have you forgetting you put one on in the first place. Giving you a 
barely-there feeling so you can enjoy the closest thing to a skin-to-skin experience. 
Face-to-face, back-to-front or whatever else you can come up with, these 
extra thin condoms help you feel it all. 

TROJAN  Ecstasy Ultra Ribbed  
The ribbed one, RRP £7.49 for a pack of 10
TROJAN  Ecstasy Ultra Ribbed lubricated condoms feature ribs and a revolutionary 
design that lets you feel the pleasure, not the condom - feeling like there’s nothing 
there, so you’re both sure to be in ecstasy. Other elements include UltraSmooth 
lubricant inside and out for all over pleasure and a deep rib at the base and end to 
increase stimulation for him and her.

TROJAN  Double Ecstasy 
The double lubricated one, RRP £7.49 for a pack of 10
TROJAN  Double Ecstasy lubricated condoms features deep ribbing to help take your 
pleasure to the next level as well as dual lubrication for a twice as nice experience to 
help maximise the pleasure for each partner. UltraSmooth lubricant inside provides a 
more natural feel for him whilst intensified lubricant outside is used to warm and excite 
her. Also in the unique ecstasy condom shape to provide freedom of movement.

TROJAN  G.Spot 
The pleasure giving one, RRP £10.99 for a pack of 10
If you’re looking to please her, you found the right spot. TROJAN  G. Spot offers 
a unique condom shape designed to stimulate her where it counts. The condom 
material moves with the motion of sex while micro-ribbing slowly builds up friction 
right on the famed erogenous G. Spot zone. Just unroll the condom with the pouch 
and micro-ribbing on the top side of the penis and blow her mind. Try it, because 
sex is hottest when everyone is having fun.
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TROJAN  takes the nation’s sexual pleasure seriously. Made from premium quality latex to help 
reduce the risk of pregnancy and STIs, each TROJAN  condom is electronically tested to ensure 
reliability. The TROJAN  condom range is available to purchase from Boots, ASDA, Amazon and 
Condoms.uk.  
 
We all know that sex toys are a great way to add more fun to foreplay, not forgetting when alone 
too. Shake things up with at home with the brand’s latest launch of vibrating rings and massagers:  

TROJAN  Tandem 
Couples Vibrating Ring, RRP £7.99 
The TROJAN  Tandem vibrating ring is specifically designed to stimulate both partners 
simultaneously, making it the perfect couples vibrator. The ring is worn on the penis and 
provides a ribbed tactile stimulator with an extended reach for him. For her, a textured 
vibrating massager rubs in all the right ways. With powerful vibrations lasting up to 20 
minutes to enjoy the pleasure together.

TROJAN  Bullet 
Remote Control Vibrator, RRP £29.99 
The TROJAN  Bullet remote control operated vibe means you can take charge 
of four variable speeds: low, medium, high and ultra, and is the most powerful 
TROJAN  sex toy. Start slow in a sexy spot, take turns with the remote, ramp it 
up to take things over the edge — it’s all up to you with this multi-speed vibrating 
bullet. Be in control or lose yourself in pleasure whilst enjoying some partner play.

 
TROJAN  Divine 
Contoured Vibrator, RRP £29.99 
The TROJAN  Divine multi-speed vibrator features contours and ridges that make it 
perfect for both external and internal stimulation, both on your own and with your partner. 
This silicone vibe feels soft to the touch and offers three speeds - low, medium and 
ultra-high).  

The TROJAN  sex toys range is exclusively available to purchase from Amazon 
from mid - June 2022. 
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For more information, high-res imagery and samples, please get in touch at 
trojan@capsulecomms.com 

 


